HOW TO BE SUCCESSFUL AT THE VIRTUAL HEALTH PROFESSIONS FAIR

YOUR ENVIRONMENT

Make sure your environment is quiet, private, well-lit, and neat in the background. You don't want any miscellaneous items in the background to be distracting while you are talking to admissions reps!

YOUR TECHNOLOGY

We recommend using a computer or tablet with a good webcam that is fully charged. Wear headphones with a good microphone so the reps can hear you better. Double check your internet connection and shut down all alerts before entering the HP Fair!
YOUR PRESENTATION
We recommend you present yourself well. Position your camera at eye-level so you are looking directly at the rep, and keep your head and shoulders centered in the camera’s view.

COME PREPARED
Come to the HP Fair with questions ready to ask the admissions representatives. Introduce yourself, ask questions, and be polite! This is a great time to learn about many different programs and what they offer.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS OPPORTUNITY
The Health Professions Fair is a wonderful opportunity to learn about many different health professional schools from all over the country! Take advantage of the time you have with these admissions representatives!